SINGULAR INTEGRALS
CALDERÓN1

BY A . P .

In this paper I will attempt to describe the subject as it has developed in the last fifteen years, outlining the methods by which its
problems have been approached and discussing its connections with
other branches of Analysis. It will perhaps be best to start by considering certain classical situations which lead naturally to singular
integrals and which contain the seeds of some of the methods and
some of the applications we will discuss later. The simplest one arises
in attempting to establish the connection between the real and imaginary parts of the boundary values of an analytic function. Suppose
t h a t ƒ (z) is analytic in Iiz) ^ 0 and t h a t zf(z) is bounded, then if u(x)
and v(x) are the real and imaginary parts of ƒ on R(z) = 0, we have
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the second formula being obtained from the first by letting the imaginary part of z tend to zero. The expression for v above is the so-called
Hilbert transform of the function u. The integral it involves is absolutely divergent due to the singularity of the kernel at x = t.
A second example is given by the second order derivatives of the
Newtonian potential. Let us consider the potential of the density
function f(x) in Rz
g(x)

= ——
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where | x—y\ denotes the distance between the points x and y and dy
denotes the volume element in i? 3 . If ƒ is sufficiently smooth, differentiation under the integral sign leads to the following expression for
the second derivatives Di3g of g
- 1 C
1
Dijg(x) = ——
-j
r Daf(y) dy
47T J
I x —yI
and integration by parts gives
(1)

Dijg(x) = iôijf(x) + lim I
«-•0 J
1

kij(x - y)f(y) dy,
\x-y\>e

Colloquium Lectures given from August 31 to September 3, 1965 at the Seventieth Summer Meeting of the American Mathematical Society held in Ithaca, NewYork.
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where
£wkij(x) = (dij | x | 2 — 3xiXj) | x |~5.
The preceding integral is analogous to the integral defining the
Hubert transform. In fact, its kernel kij(x—y) is a homogeneous function of x — y of degree equal to minus the number of variables on
which ƒ depends. Thus the kernel has a singularity at x = y which
makes the integral absolutely divergent. Nevertheless, if ƒ is sufficiently smooth, the integral can still be defined as a principal value,
as is readily seen from the expression for D^g above. This possibility
stems from the fact t h a t the kernels kij(x) have mean value 0 on the
sphere \x\ = 1, which produces enough cancellation to ensure the
existence of the principal value. This property is shared by the kernel
of the Hilbert transform and also accounts for its existence. Let us
introduce now the following abbreviation
Kijf = lim I

kij(x - y)f(y) dy.

e-»0 J |x—2/I>6

Then observing t h a t / = A g we can rewrite (1) as follows
(2)

D«g=

(lôij + KijXAg)

and we find t h a t the monomial differential operator D^ can be expressed in terms of the Laplacian and the singular integral operator
$5ij+Kij. This is not accidental. As we shall see later there is an intimate relation between differential operators and singular integral
operators. This kinship is significant from the point of view of the
fine local properties of functions as well as from the broader and more
formal point of view of operator theory. The study of certain aspects
of differential operators seems to lead inevitably to the consideration
of singular integral operators. Let us now express the relationship (2)
in terms of Fourier transforms. Since (Dijg) = —4cir*XiXjg and
(Ag)* = — 47T21 x12£ we have
(D^g)-

= XiXj | x |-*(Ag) %

[(iôij + Kij)f]

- XiXj | x |" 2 /

and we see t h a t in terms of Fourier transforms the operator $ôij+Kij
amounts simply to multiplication by the bounded function X %Xj I Vv I •
This shows t h a t our operators are bounded on L2 and makes their
formal properties transparent. We have thus two alternative ways of
viewing our operators. The first one has turned out to be appropriate
for the discussion of questions concerning existence, continuity etc.,
and the second is relevant to the formal aspects of the theory. These
two examples will suffice as an introduction.
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1. Translation invariant singular integral operators. Let k(x) be
a function defined in Rn — 0, which is locally integrable and positively
homogeneous of degree — n. Suppose in addition that k(x) has mean
value 0 on the sphere \x\ = 1. Let k6(x) =k(x) if \x\ ^ e and k(x) = 0
otherwise, and consider the following operator
(3)

Kf = lim KJ,

K€f = f

Hx - y)f(y) dy.

I t is not difficult to see that if ƒ is sufficiently smooth and, say, has
compact support the preceding limit exists. In fact, if <j>(x) is any
spherically symmetric bounded function with compact support, then
the integral of k€(x)<j>(x) vanishes and therefore, if <j>(x) = 1 near x = 0
and ƒ is differentiable
Kf = lim I ke(x — y)f(y) dy
e-»0

J

= lim I ke(x ~ y)[f(y) - f{x)<i>{x - y)] dy
= J ^(a; - y)[f(y) -f(x)<t>(x - 3;)] dy
the last integral being absolutely convergent. If \k\ log + |fe| is integrable on \x\ = 1 one can show t h a t the Fourier transform %*(x)
of ke(x) is bounded uniformly in e and converges to a limit %{x) as e
tends to 0. Thus if ƒ is square integrable (K€f)* = kjconverges in the
mean to %f and K€f converges in the mean to a function whose Fourier
transform is kf. lîfÇiL2 the operator K is then well defined as a limit
in the mean and is bounded on L 2 . The function k(x) is the Fourier
transform of the distribution lim€H>o k€(x) and is homogenous of degree 0.
Let us consider now a slightly more general operator Hf**cf+Kf
where c is a constant. Then (Hf)* =(c + k)f=fif and % is again a
homogeneous function of degree 0. Conversely, every sufficiently
smooth homogeneous function % of degree 0 arises this way. For
example, if k(x) is infinitely differentiable so is k, and every infinitely
differentiable function h of degree zero corresponds to an operator H
with infinitely differentiable kernel k. Thus the operators H with
infinitely differentiable kernel are in one-to-one linear correspondence
with the infinitely differentiable homogeneous functions ft of degree 0.
T h e function % is called the symbol of the operator H and is also
denoted by <r(H). It thus becomes clear that this class of operators is
closed under composition and t h a t
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t h a t is, a is a star-representation of the algebra of operators H with
infinitely differentiate kernel into the algebra of infinitely differentia t e homogeneous functions of degree 0. There are besides many
other algebras of singular integral operators obtained by imposing
various conditions on the kernels of k. For example, if we consider
operators H for which k(x) belongs to I>, l<p< <*>, on \x\ = 1 , we
obtain an algebra of operators which is a Banach algebra with respect
to the norm

\c\ +\ f

L J I*I=I

\k(x)\»dA',
J

where a denotes the surface area of the sphere \x\ = 1, and whose
representative function space also consists of homogeneous functions
of degree 0.
Let us turn now to the connection between singular integral operators and differential operators. For this purpose we will introduce a
fractional differentiation operator A which is defined as follows. L e t /
be square integrable and have square integrable first order derivatives. Then

(4)

(A/)* =

\x\f.

As readily seen A maps the space L% of square integrable functions
with square integrable derivatives up to order k, continuously into
the space Ll„v Furthermore, 4x 2 A 2 = —A and

\2in

dxj

/

consequently

(5)

1

—
lirl

d

—
/ = W>
oXj

»

1

d

A/ = Ei —
— RJ,
2wt dXj

where Rj is the singular integral operator defined by cr(Rj) = Xj\x]"1.
More generally, if D is a differential operator with constant coefficients of homogeneous order w, t h a t is, in which only derivatives of
order m appear, and P(x) is its characteristic polynomial, then
Df =

HA%

where H is a singular integral operator with cr(H) = (2wi)mP(x) \ x\ ~m.
This decomposition of D is of particular interest for the following
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reason. Differential operators are normally discontinuous and cannot
be defined everywhere in function spaces with desirable metric
properties. Singular integral operators on the other hand are not only
continuous in L2 b u t in a large class of function spaces as we shall see
below. Furthermore, H carries the algebraic properties of D, and the
undesirable ones are relegated to the factor Aw.
2. Existence and continuity of translation invariant singular integrals. As was pointed out above, there is a large variety of function
spaces on which the singular integrals are defined and operate continuously. Essentially two methods have been employed so far to
obtain these spaces. One is direct and is based on the Plancherel
theorem and an extension to several variables of a well-known lemma
of F. Riesz. T h e other consists in a reduction to the one-dimensional
case, t h a t is, to the Hilbert transform, to which the theory of analytic
functions can be applied. Though some results can be obtained by
either method, their scopes are different and deserve independent
attention.
Let us discuss first the reduction to the Hilbert transform. For this
purpose we will employ the following notation : If ƒ is a function on
the real line we will write

Hj = —

-±±t-dt,

Hf = lim Hef.

IT J \x-t\>e % — t

e->0
n

These operators also act on functions in R in the following fashion.
Given a unit vector v and a function f(x) in Rn we let He(p)f be the
result of operating with H€ and H respectively on the restrictions of ƒ
to lines parallel to the unit vector v, or more explicitly
1 r
H.(y)f = —

ƒ(* ~ to)
dt,

T J \t\>t

H(v)f = lim H€(v)f.

t

e-K>

Let now K and K€ be as in (3) with k an odd function of x, t h a t is,
such t h a t k(x) = —k( — x). Then, integration in polar coordinates
shows t h a t if f(x) is bounded and has compact support

(6)

Kef=jfk(v)H€(v)fd<r

where da denotes the surface area of the unit sphere in Rn. Thus, if B
is a Banach space of functions containing the space S of infinitely
differentiate, rapidly decreasing functions, and the norm N of B is
rotation and translation invariant, and furthermore, N is continuous
on S and He(v) is continuous with respect to N uniformly in €, then
the same is true of K€ and for ƒ G CQ (Rn)
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\k(v)\d<r

with c independent of e and k. Furthermore, if H((y)f converges with
respect to N as e tends to zero, the same holds for K€f.
To obtain the corresponding results in the case when the kernel
k(x) is even, one uses the fact t h a t an operator with even kernel is a
finite sum of products of operators with odd kernels. This can be
readily surmised by observing t h a t the symbol of an operator has the
same parity as its kernel. The details of this argument are rather
technical and for this reason we will just mention the final result.
Suppose t h a t N is a norm as above. Then if the kernel of K is such
t h a t | k\ log + | k\ is integrable on \x\ = 1, there exists a constant depending only on k and N such t h a t N(K€f)^cN(f).
The condition
t h a t | k\ log+1 k\ be integrable cannot be relaxed, without permitting
K to become unbounded as an operator on L2 or having Kf fail to
exist pointwise, even for some continuous functions ƒ, as M. Weiss
and A. Zygmund have shown recently.
An elaboration of the preceding technique leads to results on the
boundedness of the operators 3T/= sup e \Kef\ in various function
spaces. T h e operator ~K is bounded with respect to a norm N if k
satisfies the same conditions as above and H(y), Tï(v)f=sup€ \ H€(v)f\,
is bounded with respect to N. This is the case, for example, if N is the
norm of Z>, Kp< <*>. Since for compactly supported differentiable
ƒ, Kef converges pointwise everywhere as e tends to zero, and since
every ƒ in Lp can be written as f—fi+fz with jft differentiable and
compactly supported and ƒ2 with arbitrarily small norm, it follows
from the boundedness of ~R in Lp that lim sup€_o K€f—lim infe_0 K€f
has arbitrarily small norm in Lp. Thus Kf converges almost everywhere as e tends to zero.
Later on we shall consider singular integral operators with variable
kernels, t h a t is operators of the form
(7)

Kf = lim f

*(*, x - y)f(y) dy,

«-•0 J |a-2/|>«

where k(x, z) is, for each x, a positively homogeneous function of degree —n'mz with mean value zero on \z\ = 1 . The same preceding
technique can be used to study the existence and continuity of these
operators. Let us mention just one result. If K g < c o , and

ƒ

I K(x, z)\«d(x,

i 9 66]
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where der denotes the surface area of the sphere \z\ = 1, is finite and
bounded as a function of x, and ƒ is in Lp, q/(q — l) Sp < °°, then Kf
exists pointwise almost everywhere and as a limit in Lp and K operates continuously on Lp.
Let us discuss now the Hilbert transform. It is clear by now that
there is a close connection between the properties of the Hilbert
transform and those of functions analytic in the upper half plane. A
classical result is the theorem of M. Riesz which asserts that H is
continuous in Lp, 1 <p< oo. There are several proofs of this. For the
sake of completeness of this exposition I will present one which I
consider particularly simple. Letw = u-\-iv be a complex number such
t h a t u>0. Then if l<p<3 there exist two constants C\ and c2 such
that
| v \p g cxup - c2R(wp),
a > 0,
c2> 0.
This is readily verified by observing t h a t for | arg w\ close to w/2 we
have | v \p ^ — c2R(wp), and for | arg w \ < (TT/2) — e, | v \ p+c2R(wp)
<c±up. Let now u(t) be a nonnegative function in Lp of the real line
and let f(z) =f(x+iy) be defined by
1 r+«> u(t)
f(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) «= —; I
— dt,

(8)

iriJ -a,

y > 0.

t — z

Then u(x, 3>)>0 and the preceding inequality applies to u, v and
w =ƒ. Integrating with respect to x we obtain
+c0

/

/* +oo

| *>(#, 3;) \p dx S ci I
-00

^

p +00

*/(#, y)p dx — c2 I
-oo

^

-£(ƒ(# + iy)v) dx.
-00

But the last term vanishes, and since u(x, y) is obtained from u(t) by
convolving this with the Poisson kernel P(xy y) which is integrable
with respect to x uniformly in y, Young's theorem on convolutions
gives

ƒ

/* +00

+00

I v(x, y) \v dx ^ c\ I

/» +00

u(x, y)p dx g c I

J -00

-00

u(t)p dt.

*J - 0 0

Finally, comparing z;(x, y) with iT„w, one finds that v(x, y)—Hyu is
obtained from u{t) by convolving this with a function which is integrable uniformly in y. Applying again Young's theorem we find
that

ƒ

+00

/»+oo

v x
p
( > y)
HyU \p dxinequality
^ c I
u(t)
dt
and this combined Iwith
the—preceding
gives
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/•» +00

I HyU \*dx£c

I

u(ty dt

J-oo

-oo

with c independent of y. From this we obtain the same result for
Ht(v) by merely integrating. This same inequality for the remaining
values of p is obtained by the well-known duality argument.
More precise information about the behaviour of the Hubert transform is afforded by the following remarkable result of E. Stein and
G. Weiss. If u is the characteristic function of a set of finite measure
of the real line, then the distribution function of Hu depends only on
the measure of the set. The following is a noncomputational proof.
Assume for simplicity that the set E in question is a finite union of
finite intervals. Let ƒ(z) be as in (8) where u(t) is the characteristic
function of E. Then ƒ(z) is analytic in the half plane P = {y è 0} except at the endpoints of the intervals of E and lim^oo yf(iy) = | -E | /w.
Furthermore, f(x) has real part equal to either 0 or 1, and w=f(z)
maps P into the strip S= {0^R(w) S1} and the boundary dP of P
into the boundary dS of 5. Let now D8 be the subset of dS defined by
\l(w)\>s>0.
Then f~l(D8) is precisely the set of points where
| Hu | > s. Let now 0 ^h(w) ^ 1 be a harmonic function in S such t h a t
h = l on D8 and h = 0 on the remainder of dS. Then hi(z) =h[f(z)] is
harmonic in P and fei = l o n f~~l{D8) and h = 0 on the remainder of dP.
Thus hi is the Poisson integral of the characteristic function of f~l(Dl)
and the measure of this set is given by w limv^^yh^iy).
But
7T lim^^oo yhi(iy)=ir lim^*, yh[f(iy)] and since f(iy)~\E\/(iry)
as
3/->oo, it follows that \(s) =
\{\Hu\>s}\=\tl(D8)\=\E\h'(<S)y
which depends merely on 5 and the measure of E. The function \(s)
can be calculated explicitly by taking E to be an interval and one
finds t h a t X(s) = 2 | E\ (sinh s)"1. By integration one finds the same
expression for the distribution function of H(v)u, where u is the characteristic function of a set E in i? n . This result can be formulated in
terms of the nonincreasing rearrangement ƒ*(/) of the function
| / | = | H(y)u\, which is the function inverse to its distribution function, by

ƒ

» 00

0

or in terms of the function ƒ**(/), which is defined by
<**V) = i - f 'f*(s) ds = sup 1 f
| f{x) I dx,
t J 0

f**(t) =—

f

\T>\—t t J D

sinh- 1 (t/2s)u*(s) ds

i966]
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Since ƒ** depends subadditively on ƒ, as is readily seen from the
second definition of/** above, by integration we obtain
(H(v)f)** = — f sinbr 1 (f/2s)f*(s) ds.
t Jo
Thus if K is a singular integral operator in Rn with odd kernel, this
combined with [6] gives
(Kf)** Û— f \ *W | da f sinh- 1 (f/2)f*(s) ds.
t J
Jo
This inequality gives accurate information about the distribution of
values of Kf and can be used to establish the boundedness of K with
respect to various norms.
One more important application of the complex method to the
study of singular integral operators is the following. Let a(x) be a
function on the real line with a bounded derivative and let
a(x) — ait)
- -

/

,

\x-t\>e

" f(f)dt.

(X — tV

Then, if ƒ belongs to Z>, 1 <p < <*>, the integral converges in the mean
of order p as e tends to zero, and the limit function g(x) satisfies the
inequality | | g | | p ^ ^ s u p | a ' ( x ) | ||/||p. This result contains the classical
result of M. Riesz to which it reduces in the case a(x) =x. Its proof is
too complicated to be outlined here b u t we will discuss briefly some
of its consequences. Let k(x) be defined in Rn — 0 and be homogeneous
of degree —n — 1. Suppose furthermore t h a t |fe| log + |fe| is integrable on the sphere \x\ = 1 . Then if a(x) is a function in Rn with
bounded derivatives and f{x) is a function in Z>, Kp<
oo, the integral
lim I

[a(x) - a(y)]k(x - y)f(y) dy

exists as a limit in the mean of order p and represents a bounded
operator in Lp. This is the w-dimensional version of the preceding
result, to which it can be reduced by a method similar to the one
discussed at the beginning of this paragraph. Another consequence of
general relevance to the theory is this. Let K be an operator as in (3)
whose kernel k(x) has first order partial derivatives belonging to
L log + L on the unit sphere \x\ = 1 , and let Af=a(x)f(x)
where a(x)
is a function with bounded first order derivatives. Then the operators
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which are well defined for functions in CQ , are bounded with respect
to the norm of Z>, Kp < oo. This much for the complex method.
The direct method for the study of the singular integral operators is
based on properties of these which are somewhat different from the
ones we have used so far. The kernels are no longer required to be
homogeneous functions but must be assumed to be somewhat smooth.
This leads to results t h a t are not only qualitatively b u t also quantitatively different. Essentially the method consists in obtaining estimates for the measures | E\\ of the sets Ex where | Kf\ > X > 0 , ƒ being,
say, a function in C£. The precise basic estimates are the following
(10)

(i)

I Ex I £ cX"1 Ml a,

(ii)

| Ex |

£c\~2\\f\\l,

where ||/||i and ||/|| 2 denote the norms of ƒ in L1 and L2 respectively.
As is shown by the classical interpolation theorem of Marcinkiewicz
and the standard duality argument, this implies t h a t K is continuous
with respect to a large class of norms, including among others, the
norms of the spaces L*f Kp<
co. The above estimates are consequences of two properties of the operator K. The first one is that K
is bounded with respect to the norm of L 2 , which, as is readily seen,
implies (ii). The other is this. Let 5 be any sphere in Rn and S the
sphere with the same center as S and twice its radius. Then there is a
constant c such t h a t

(11)

f

J Rn-S

_\Kf\dx^c\\f\\1

for every function ƒ supported in S and with vanishing integral, c
being independent of 5 and ƒ. This will hold if, for example, the kernel k of K satisfies the following inequality
(12)

J

\k(x-y)-

k(x)

\dxSc

with c independent of y.
Since the first of the postulated properties of K clearly implies (ii),
one only has to show (i). The argument t h a t follows is admittedly
sketchy b u t it contains all essential steps.
Let ƒ be nonnegative and integrable and let X be a given positive
number. Then (and this is the extension of the lemma of F. Riesz
referred to at the beginning of the paragraph) there exists a sequence
of disjoint cubes Qj in Rn such t h a t ƒ has mean value between X and
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2WX on each of the Qj and ƒ ^X outside U()y. This is shown by first
partitioning Rn by means of nonoverlapping congruent cubes so large
that ƒ has mean value less than X on each of them ; then refining the
partition by successive subdivision of the cubes into 2n congruent
parts and sorting out at each step those cubes where ƒ has mean value
larger than X. It is easy to see that the mean value of ƒ on the cubes
that have been set aside cannot exceed 2nX, and the theorem on
differentiation of indefinite integrals shows that ƒ ^X almost everywhere in the remainder of Rn. Set now f=g+h, where g coincides
with ƒ outside UQj and with the mean value of ƒ on Qj in each Q3-.
Then since g^2n\ we have

I {I *<l > x} | * x-)\Kg\\l s c\-)\ë\\l £ cx-YxUU

è

rfVy*

Now for h we have h — X^fey where hj equals ƒ minus its mean value
in Qj and hj = 0 elsewhere. Thus hj is supported by Qj and its integral
vanishes.
Let now 5y be the sphere concentric with Qj and with radius equal
to the diameter of Qj and let D be the complement of U5y. Then according to (11) we have

r i Kh i dx ^ s r i Khj i dx s c s i ^-iix s *n/i i,
J

J J)

D

and consequently
I { | Kh | > X} | g £ I Si I + ck~%\i Û e £ I Qi | +

c\~if\\i-

But since

le,|-i f

fdx*\,

it follows that

Zlft-I 3SX-i£ f

fdx^\-i\\f\\i

J Qj

which combined with the inequality above gives
\{\Kh\

> X } | É<M|/||i.

Consequently
|E 2X |

- \{\Kf\ > 2 X } |
^ |{|2Tg| > X } | + | { | * A | > X } | ^cX-^WflU

which is the desired result.
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The condition t h a t K be bounded with respect to the norm of L 2
is not very suitable for many applications and for this reason it is
desirable to have conditions on the kernel k to replace it. For example
the following inequalities
(13)

I
\J t<\z\<t

k{x) dx\S

c,

J

I

| x | | k(x) \

dx^ct

J \x\<t

for all 5 and t, 0<s<t, with c independent of 5 and t, and (12) imply
t h a t K is bounded with respect to the norm of L2.
An interesting generalization of the preceding results is obtained
by assuming t h a t the function ƒ in (3) has values in a Banach space
B\ and t h a t the values of k are bounded operators on B\ with values
in a second Banach space B2. Then the foregoing conclusions are still
valid with absolute values replaced by the corresponding norms. If
B\ and 5 2 are Hilbert spaces, even the conditions (13) apply. The
relevance of this extension stems from the fact t h a t it yields a number
of classical inequalities and their generalizations. We shall illustrate
this with just one example. Let P(x, y) be the Poisson kernel for the
upper half plane and for each x let k(x) be the operator mapping the
complex number a into the function ayll2dP(x, y)/dy of L 2 (0 <y < oo ).
Then the integral

3,1/2 r °° i

Fix

_

dt

h y)m

J -*> dy
dv

can be regarded as an operator mapping numerical functions f(t)
on the real line into functions on the real line with values in L2
( 0 < ; y < o o ) . This operator satisfies conditions (12) and (13). Let
g(x, y) be the value of the integral above and g(x) the norm of g(x, y)
as an element of L2 (0<y < oo). Then, if F(x, y) denotes the Poisson
integral of fit) we have
d
-p2 -u/2

r r

ra

I

1

dy
g(x) = [ J o y[—*(*,?)J
dyj
t h a t is, g(x) is precisely the Littlewood-Paley g-function associated
with f(t)y and the results above yield the inequality ||g||p^cj|/||p,
Kp < oo, between the Z>-norms of ƒ and g.
Further results on the continuity of singular integral operators can
be obtained from the fact t h a t they commute with translations. Let
N be a norm defined on a linear class M of locally integrable functions
containing CQ. Let h be a function in CQ with the property t h a t the
convolution g * h of g and h is in M whenever g is, and let Nh(g)
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= N(g * h). If K is now a singular integral operator which is bounded
with respect to N, since h * Kg = K(h * g) for every g in C<J°, we have
Nh(Kg)=N(h
* Kg)=N(K(h
* g)) £*JV(A * g) =>cNh(g). Thus X is also bounded with respect to Nh and its norm with respect to iV* does
not exceed its norm with respect to iV. Moreover, by a passage to the
limit, it follows t h a t K is bounded with respect to any norm which is
a limit of such Nn. In this fashion it is possible to show t h a t singular
integral operators are bounded with respect to the norms of various
spaces of differentiable functions and distributions. An example of
such spaces is the space LI of functions in Lp with derivatives up to
order k in Lp, Kp<<x>, and the space L i 4 of distributions which are
continuous on LJ.
To conclude our discussion of the continuity of singular integral
operators, I would like to mention the fact t h a t many local properties
of functions are stable under the action of these operators. For example, let 2HJ, Kp<
oo, u>0 and not equal to an integer, be the
class of functions fix) in Lp of Rn having a Taylor expansion at the
origin of the form
fix) = P(x) + R(x)
where P(x) is a polynomial of degree less than u and R(x) is such that
— I
\R(x) \pdx\
Lp" J i,i<p
J

^ cpu

for all p > 0 . Then if the kernel k of K is sufficiently smooth, K maps
T2 continuously into itself (7^ has a natural norm). An interesting
consequence of this is the following; if C is a closed set in Rn and
fix) £ Z > has the property t h a t
| fix) -fiy)

| £ <?| * - y K

0<u<l

for x in C, then the same is true of Kf for x and y in C. This generalizes a classical result of Privalov about the conjugate function.
3. Singular integrals and multipliers of Fourier transforms. Let
bix) be a bounded function in Rn and let B be the operator defined by
(£ƒ)* =&ƒ, where ƒ is the Fourier transform of/. The function b is said
to be a multiplier for the linear class M of functions/, if ƒ £ M implies
BfÇzM. Evidently, if the singular integral operator K maps the class
M into itself then cr(i£) is a multiplier for the class M. Thus results
on the continuity of singular integral operators can be restated as
theorems on multipliers. In this framework it is possible to obtain
partial generalizations of the results in the previous section. In this
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connection let us mention a theorem of Hörmander which in a simplified version can be stated as follows: let b(x) be bounded and let the
derivatives Dkb of b of order k be such that | Dkb(x) \ £c\ x\ ~k for all k
less than or equal to l+n/2, then & is a multiplier for Lp, 1 <p< <*>.
A similar result for operator valued multipliers has been obtained by
S. Vagi.
4. Singular integral operators and ergodic theory. The direct
method for the study of the continuity of singular integral operators
has a number of features in common with those employed in ergodic
theory and in the theory of differentiation of indefinite integrals. In
fact, it is possible to obtain some of the basic results in the corresponding cases as special cases of a general theorem due to M. Cotlar.
Let 9TC be a totally cr-finite measure space and C?= {T v }, y(ERn, an
w-parameter group of measure preserving transformations of 9H.
Let h(y) be an integrable function in Rn such that
k(y) = 0

for | y | è 2,

ƒ

f h(y)dy = 0,

\h(y-z)-h(y)\dygC\z\

with c independent of z. Then, if fix) is a function in Z>(9fft), Kp < oo,
M

ƒ£

2^h{Vy)f{Tyx) dy

converges in the mean of order p and pointwise almost everywhere to
a limit function ƒ in I>(2iï£) as N or M tend to infinity. Furthermore,
iif=sup\fNtM\,
then ƒ is in 2>(3rc) and ||7||,^c||/|| p .
If we set h(y) = 1 —2n for | y\ g 1 and h(y) = 1 for K | y\ <2 we obtain
^.o(«) = 2 ~ ^ f
J

}O.M(X)

f(Tyx) dy-2»f
\y\<2N+l

= - 2-^+1> J f

f(Tyx) dy,
J

\y\<rM

\y\<l

f(Tvx) dy+ J f

f(Tyx) dy,
|y|<2

and the preceding statement applied to /JV,O and Jo, M yields the ergodic
maximal ergodic and differentiation theorems for functions in Lp(ffî),
Kp<<x>, as can be seen without difficulty. If on the other hand
Sfft = i?n and Tv is translation by y, setting h(y)**=k(y) if 1< \y\ <2
and h(y) = 0 otherwise, where k is as in (3), we obtain
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JNM(X)

=» J

k(y)f(x - y) dy

which is essentially the integral in (3).
5. Parabolic singular integral operators. Divergent convolution
integrals analogous to the ones we have been considering appear in a
number of analytical problems. An interesting example is that of the
study of the highest order derivatives of solutions of parabolic equations with constant coefficients. This leads to integrals of the following form
Kf = lim K€f,
«-*0

K€f = 1

k(x — y, t — s)f(y, s) dx ds

J \t-s\>€

where x and y are points in Rn and s and t range over the real line i?,
and k(x, t) has the following homogeneity property
k(\xy \mt) = \~n-mk(x,

t)

X> 0

m being a positive integer. Under some additional assumptions on the
kernel k many of the results valid for operators as in (3) remain valid
in this more general situation. For example, if /£Z>(i? w + 1 ), 1 <p < <*>,
then K€f converges almost everywhere and in the mean of order ptoa.
limit. Furthermore, sup e | Kef\ belongs to Lp and its norm does not
exceed a constant depending on k times the I>-norm of ƒ.
Sufficient conditions on k for the validity of these results are the
following :
*(*, t) = 0 for t < 0,
k(x, 1)(1 + | x | ) dx < oo,

/

ƒ,

I k(x9 1) dx = 0,

I Hx — y, t — s) — k(x, t) | dxdt < c,

t>2\8\

where c is independent of y and 5. Under these assumptions it is not
difficult to show t h a t the Fourier transform of the function k€,
fe€(x, t) =k(x, t) if t>e andfee= 0 otherwise, is bounded in e. Furthermore, a suitable modification of the direct method for the operators
in (3), yields the inequalities (10) which are also valid in the present
case. The argument used there was based on an extension of the
lemma of F . Riesz, obtained by successive subdivisions of Rn by
means of congruent nonoverlapping cubes. A careful examination of
t h a t argument shows t h a t a similar procedure is applicable in the
present situation. One merely has to use parallelopipeds instead of
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cubes, these parallelopipeds being cartesian products of cubes Q in
the space Rn of the variable x and intervals I in the space of the
variable t, such that | Q\ mln= \ l\.
6. Singular integral operators with variable kernels. As we have
seen, differential operators with constant coefficients and of homogeneous order can be represented as the product of a singular integral
operator and a power of the operator A. An analogous representation
can be obtained for operators with variable coefficients if the singular
integral operators are suitably generalized. For this purpose it is
enough to consider operators as in (7), where again, k(x, z) is positively homogeneous of degree — n (here, as before, n is the number of
variables of the functions on which the operators act) and has mean
value zero on \z\ = 1 . However, for the purpose of applications to
partial differential equations, it is sufficient to consider kernels which
are smooth. We shall say that the operator K is of class m if k(x, z) is
infinitely differentiable with respect to z and m times differentiable
with respect to x in | z\ > 0 and

(14)

lu)ü*M**

on \z\ = 1, where (d/dx)a represents differentiation with respect to
the coordinates of x of zero or positive order not exceeding w, and
(d/dzy represents differentiation with respect to coordinates of z of
any order. We shall henceforth consider only operators of this type.
In studying continuity properties of these operators one may use
the method of reduction to the Hilbert transform described in §2.
However, given our present assumptions on the kernel k(xy z), it is
perhaps more convenient to proceed as follows. Let Yj(z) be a sequence of positively homogeneous functions of degree zero coinciding
with a complete set of normalized spherical harmonics on \z\ = 1,
arranged in order of nondecreasing degree. Then fe(x, z) can be expanded in series
00

k(x,z) = £ay(*)Fy(*)|*|-*,
1

where, given our assumptions on k(xf s), the functions dj(x) converge
rapidly to zero, that is aj(x)=0(J"r) uniformly in x for all r>0.
Correspondingly we may expand the operator K in series
(IS)

K = £

AJRJ,
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where Ajf=dj(x)f(x)
and Rj is the translation invariant singular integral operator with kernel Yj(x~y)\x—y\~~n.
Given the continuity
properties of the Rj and the rapid decrease of the &y, it is easy to
deduce continuity properties of K from the preceding expansion. For
example, K is continuous with respect to the norm of Ll(Rn),
\<p< oo, —tn^k^ni,
as follows readily from the fact that the Rj
are uniformly bounded on Ll(Rn) and the a, and their derivatives of
orders less than or equal to m converge rapidly to zero.
As in the case of differential operators with constant coefficients, in
order to obtain a representation of differential operators with variable
coefficients it will be necessary to consider slightly more general
operators, namely those of the form

Hf = a(x)f(x) + Kf,
where K is of class m and a(x) is bounded and has bounded derivatives up to order m. These we shall also call singular integral operators
of class m. With such operators we associate their symbols cr(H),
which are functions of two arguments defined by
er(fl) = a(%) + k(x, zY
where k(x, z)* is the Fourier transform of k(x, z) with respect to z.
It is not difficult to show t h a t if H is an operator of class m, then
<r(H) is homogeneous of degree zero with respect to z, and is m times
differentiable with respect to x and infinitely differentiate with respect to z in | s | > 0 . Furthermore, a(H) satisfies inequalities similar
to those in (14). Conversely, every function of x and z with these
properties is the symbol of a unique operator of class m.
Singular integral operators with variable kernels do not form a class
closed under composition. However, there is an approximate functional calculus for such operators which is an adequate substitute for
a true functional calculus and which has the advantage of having a
much simpler algebraic structure than might be expected of the
latter. To describe this approximate functional calculus we have to
introduce some additional notions. We will say that an operator S is
smoothing of class m, m 2^1, if it is defined in

1<P<OO

and maps Lf continuously into Lf+1 for all p, Kp < oo, and — m^r
^tri — 1. Given two singular integral operators Hi and H2 of class m
the functions a{H^)a{H^) and <r(Hi) (i.e., the complex conjugate of
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<r(Hi)) are themselves symbols of operators of class m. Thus we maydefine the pseudoproduct H\ o iT2 of the operators Hi and H% and the
pseudoadjoint H* of the operator H by
(16)

crCffi O # 2 ) - <r{EÙ*{HD,

<r(H#) =

S(H{).

With this law of composition the class of singular integral operators of
class m becomes an algebra with a conjugation which is isomorphic to
the algebra of all functions fix, z) which are positively homogeneous
of degree zero with respect to z, are m times differentiate with respect to x, infinitely differentiate with respect to z> and satisfy the
inequalities (14). The interest of this rather obvious point of view
lies in the less obvious fact t h a t in some sense the pseudoproduct and
the pseudoadjoints of operators are not very different from their true
product and adjoints. Specifically, Hi o H2 —H1H2 and Hfi—H*,
where H* denotes the adjoint or transposed conjugate of H, are
smoothing operators of class m. Before we sketch the proof of this,
let us state this result in a more algebraic language. First let us observe t h a t since a singular integral operator H of class m maps L$
continuously into itself for all p, 1 <p< 00, and — tn^-r^m,
if 5 is a
smoothing operator of class m then HS and SH are also smoothing
of class m. Furthermore, if S is smoothing of class m so is 5*. Thus the
class § m , w ^ l , of operators of the form H+S where i î is a singular
integral operator of class m and S is smoothing of class m, is closed
under composition and with respect to the operation of taking adjoints, and the smoothing operators form a two-sided self-adjoint
ideal 5 m in this algebra. Reducing the algebra modulo 5 m one obtains
the algebra of singular integral operators of class m with the pseudoproduct as multiplication. This is a consequence of the fact t h a t a
singular integral operator is smoothing only if it vanishes. Two important properties of Sm which play an important role in applications
are the following: if H is a singular integral operator in Sw then
(d/dxj)H—H(—d/dXj)
is a singular integral operator in Sm-x and
AH—HA is an operator in Sm_i. If in addition <r(H) does not vanish
then there exists an S in 3 m such that H+S has a two-sided inverse
in Sm.
Let us now describe briefly how one shows that Hi o H2—H1H2 is
smoothing, a similar argument being applicable to H* — H*. Let us
assume first t h a t Hi = AiK\ and H2 — A2K2, where Kx and K2 are
translation invariant singular integral operators and A% and A2 are
multiplication by the functions ai(x) and a%{x) respectively. In this
case one can readily see t h a t
HiH% c=s A\KiA%K%)

H10H2

==

AIAÏK-XK-Ï)

i966]
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and consequently,

Now the operators K\ and i£ 2 map L? continuously into itself for all r,
and the same is true for A\ and A2 and —m'è.r^m provided t h a t the
functions a\(x) and a 2 (x) are bounded and have bounded derivatives
up to order m. Thus if AJSli^KiA^
is smoothing of class m the same
holds for H\ o H2—H1H2. Now, there is the following criterion for an
operator B mapping Lf continuously into itself for - m ^ r ^ m , to be
smoothing of class m. For m = 1 it is necessary and sufficient t h a t the
operators (d/dxj)B and B(d/dxj) map If continuously into itself. For
m> 1 it is sufficient that the operators (d/dXj)B~B(d/dxj)
be smoothing of class m — 1. This criterion is readily verified using the fact that
every element g of 1% can be respresented as
g = £0 + 2L, —
1

a

d#y

with gj, O^j^n,
in £? + i . Applying this criterion to A2K1—K1A2, the
case m = l leads to operators like those in (9), which, as was mentioned there, satisfy the conditions above. The case m > 1 then follows
by induction. Once the desired result has been established for Hi and
H 2 as above, the general case follows by expansion in series like in
(15).
Let us turn now to the representation of differential operators.
Suppose t h a t D is a monomial differential operator

\dxj

\dX2/

\dxn/

where a{x) is bounded and has bounded derivatives up to order m.
Then
D = AKAr = H Ar,
r = ax + a2 + • • • + an
where A is the operator multiplication by a(x), K is a translation invariant singular integral operator and H is a singular integral operator in $m with
cr(K)(x) *= (2wi) X1X2 • • • Xn I x\

,

cr(H) == a(x)cr(K)(z).

If now .D is a general differential operator of order r with coefficients
as above we have
r

D = HA.' + £
1

ffyA»-'
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where the H are singular integral operators in Sm, with
(17)

<r(B)(x, z) = (2in)*P(x, z) | z \~*.

P(x, z) being the characteristic polynomial of D. A shorter representation of D can be obtained if one observes that according to the multiplier theorem of Hörmander, (J+A)"""' is a smoothing operator of
class m for all m and j>0. Thus setting A' = [(i"+A) —I]J' in the expression for D above, expanding and factoring out ( I + A ) r on the
right. Thus one obtains
(18)

D=

(H + SKI+AY

where 5 is a smoothing operator of class m and H is a singular integral
operator of class m whose symbol is given by (17).
7. Singular integral operators on manifolds. The theory of singular integral operators with variable kernel can be extended to manifolds. For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict our discussion to
the compact infinitely differentiable case. Let us begin with some
remarks about the algebra of operators STO introduced in the preceding
section. We may define the symbol a(A) for every operator in $m by
<r(A) =<T(H) where A=H+S,
H being a singular integral operator
and S being an element of 5 m . Then cr(A) is well defined and gives a
homomorphism of $m onto the algebra of symbol functions. The kernel
of this homomorphism consists precisely of the smoothing operators.
If we regard Rn as an w-dimensional vector space T, we can think of
the symbol a(A)(x, z) of an operator A, which for each x is the
Fourier transform of a distribution on Rn or T, as a function defined
on the cartesian product of Rn and the dual T* of T. Now, this
cartesian product is canonically isomorphic with the cotangent
bundle T*(Rn) of Rn. Thus the symbol can be regarded as a function
on T*(Rn). The symbol functions are characterized by their differentiability properties as described in the preceding paragraph and
the fact t h a t their restrictions to fibres are positively homogeneous
functions of degree zero. Given a compact infinitely differentiable
manifold 3ÏI we can similarly introduce the symbols of class m on 9TI
as functions on cotangent bundle T*(^\l) of 2fTC which are positively
homogeneous of degree zero on each fibre and have the corresponding
differentiability properties. We can also define the distribution spaces
Lf(SfH), l<p< oo, — oo < r < oo, as the class of distributions on 9ÏI
which coincide on coordinate neighborhoods with distributions in
L?(Rn). We shall say t h a t an operator defined ^P>o Ltm(ïPfl) is
smoothing of class m if it maps L^(2fîl) continuously into Lf+1(2Hfl) for
— ntSrSrn — 1 and \<p< oo. We will denote this class of operators
3W(9TC).
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We can now define singular integral operators on 9fTC. This is done
essentially by transplanting operators from Euclidean space. Specifically, an operator A defined on X)P>I LP-m(y&) will be called a
singular integral operator of class ra, i.e., an operator in $m(ïiïl)f if it
has the following properties:
(i) if fa and fa are infinitely differentiable functions on Siïl with disjoint supports then N\AN2} where Ni and N2 are the operators multiplication by fa and fa respectively, is an operator in 3m(9TC) ;
(ii) there exists a symbol <r(A) of class m on 9TC, such that for every
C°° diffeomorphism S of an open subset Woî Rn on an open subset F of
2fE and any two infinitely differentiable functions fa and fa with support in V; there exists an operator B in Sm with the property t h a t
(NiAN2f) o ô = B(fo ô) for every C°° function ƒ with support in V,
and [<Ji<rC4)$2] o S = CT(JB), where Ni and N2 are the operators multiplication by fa and fa respectively, fa is the function fa lifted to
T*(Rn) and 8 is the mapping of the portion of T*(Rn) above W into
r*(3ïl) induced by S.
I t is not clear t h a t there exist operators in Sm(9TC) with nonvanishing
symbols. One can show, however, t h a t the operators in the Sm of the
preceding section, which according to our present notation will henceforth be denoted by $m(Rn), indeed satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii)
above. For this it is necessary to show that, roughly speaking, substitution of variables in operators in $m(Rn) leads to operators of the
same kind. This requires calculations which are somewhat complicated, b u t the argument is otherwise standard except at one point.
If k(x, x—y) is the kernel of a singular integral operator in $m(Rn)
and x = F(x) is a C00 substitution of variables one can show t h a t
k[F(x), F(x) - F(y)] = *!(*, x - y) + k2(x, x - y) + R(x, % -

y),

1

where ki(x, x — y) and k2{x, % — y) \ x — y\ ~ are kernels of operators in
$m(Rn),2 and where R(x, z) is m times differentiable with respect to x
and infinitely differentiable with respect to z. Furthermore R and its
derivatives up to order m with respect to coordinates of x and order
1 with respect to coordinates of 2, are integrable with respect to z
near 2 = 0, uniformly in x. Thus, using the criterion described in the
preceding section, one can show that the operator with kernel
R(x, x — y) is, at least locally, smoothing of class m. Similarly one can
show that the operator with kernel k2(x, x — y) is locally smoothing
of class m. Once this has been established one encounters no further
difficulties in showing t h a t operators in Sm(i?n) satisfy (ii). With this
information about %m(Rn) it is possible to give a standard method for
constructing operators in Sm(2fïl) with prescribed symbol. For this
2

For k2(x, z) \z\~x this is true except for the vanishing of its mean value on 121 = 1 .
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purpose we take any partition of unity on 2fll 1 = X)^i» s u c n t n a t 4>j
is infinitely differentiate and has support in a coordinate neighborhood Vjy and let Sy be diffeomorphisms of open subsets Wj of Rn onto
Vj. Given a symbol function <r on r*(9Tl) we let J3y be singular integral operators in Rn such that <r(Bj) =<r o ôy, where <5y is the mapping
of the portion of T*(JRW) above Wj into r*(9E) induced by ôy, and
define the operators A y by
( ^

O ôy = (<fc O SdBjlfa

O */)(ƒ O Ôy)]

in Fy and ^lyf=0 outside Vy. Finally we set A « ]C^i' Then -4 is an
operator in §>m(îiïl) and o*^) =<r. This can be shown without difficulty
using partitions of unity and the fact that operations in Sm(Rn) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii).
Let us return now to the discussion of SW(9TC). By using again partitions of unity one can show that this class is closed under composition. Since a(A) is clearly multiplicative and linear, it gives a homomorphism of the algebra Sm(9Tl) onto the algebra of symbols of class m.
The kernel of this homomorphism is precisely 3m(9ïl), i.e., the class of
smoothing operators of class w. A smoothing operator of class m can
also be regarded as a mapping of £?(9Tl), 1 <p< <*>, —m^r^m — l,
into itself, and as such, according to a well-known theorem of
Rellich, it is completely continuous. Thus the kernel of the symbol
homomorphism consists of completely continuous operators of this
kind. Conversely, one can prove that if an operator in Sm(9H) is completely continuous as an operator in one of the spaces Z£(2iïl),
- w ^ r ^ w - 1 , then it belongs to 3m(9Tl). The method for constructing operators in Sm(M) with prescribed symbol actually yields a linear
mapping of the space of symbols of class m into £m(9TC) which is a
right inverse of the symbol homomorphism, and which we will henceforth denote by r. This right inverse of the symbol homomorphism
is of course not unique, for it depends on the choice of the partition
1 = ^2<£y and the diffeomorphisms 8j. Nevertheless it has some other
important properties which we will describe briefly. First of all, it is
continuous in the following sense. If a sequence of symbol functions
cry and their derivatives of order up to m with respect to coordinates
of Sfïl and order In with respect to coordinates of the fibers of T*(ffî)
converge uniformly on compact subsets of !T*(9flZ)— SfTC, then the
operators T(<T3) converge with respect to their norms as operators in
L?(2fll), \<p< oo, —rn^r^rn. This can be used to extend $m{^ft) to
a larger algebra which we will denote by Im(9Tl), in such a way that
every function which is the limit of a sequence of symbols which converges in the sense described above is the symbol of an operator in
Sm(9TC). All properties of SmC^TC) discussed so far are shared by Sm(STC).
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A second significant property of r is this: operators in the range of r
nearly preserve the support of functions. Specifically, if a metric is
given on 9E, and the functions <j>j used in the construction of r have
supports with diameters not exceeding e, then for every A in the
range of r the support of Af is contained in an €-neighborhood of the
support of ƒ. This is readily seen from the construction of r. A last
property of Sm(9ïl) which we would like to mention is that it is closed
with respect to transposition relative to any C00 positive density on
ÎPZ. This is also readily verified from the definition of Sm(Sfîl).
As in the case of Euclidean space, linear differential operators on a
compact manifold 9ÏZ can be represented in terms of operators in
S™(9ïl). Given a linear differential operator D of order r on 9TC, there
is associated with it its characteristic polynomial (r(D), which is a
function on r*(Sfïl) coinciding on each fiber with a homogeneous
polynomial of degree r. If the coefficients of D have bounded derivatives up to order m, then a(D) has the same differentiability properties as the symbols of class m. Now, one can construct an operator
acting on functions on a compact manifold which is analogous to the
operator A of the Euclidean case, and which we shall also denote by
A. Its properties are the following: ( I + A ) maps L?(2fft) isomorphically
onto Lr~i for Kp < <*>, and — oo < r < a> (actually, A is also defined
on the space of distributions on 9H); associated with A there is a
function a (A) on r*(91Z) which is positively homogeneous of degree 1
on the fibers and infinitely differentiable and positive on 7"*(9TZ) —2HZ
and such t h a t for every linear differential operator D of order r with
coefficients m times boundedly differentiable, there exists a unique
operator A in Sm(3ft) for which
(19)

D = A(I + A)',

&(D) - <r(;l)cr(A)';

for every A in Sm(9TC) the operator AA—AA maps Z^(9fTl) continuously
into itself for 1<^>< oo and —w + l ^ r ^ m — 1 .
The construction of this operator A is relatively simple. Let us consider the functions <f>j and the diffeomorphisms ôy and 3/ t h a t we employed in the construction of r and let us denote by A# the Euclidean
A as defined in (4) and by (T(AE) the function \x\ on the cotangent
space T*(Rn). Then if 07 are functions on jf*(2flX) such t h a t
07 o 5y = cr(Ajs)
on the portion of T*(Rn) above W}, and Ay are the operators defined
by
(A,/) O ôj = (<t>j O ôy)Ajî[(0y O Sj)(Joôj)]
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on Vj and A / = 0 outside Vj, we define or (A) = ]L<?i°7$/ and A = ]^A/.
The properties of the operator A can be readily surmised from its
definition and the corresponding properties of the Euclidean A, however their proof is somewhat technical and for this reason it will not
be outlined here. One important property though, is an immediate
consequence of the definition, namely that of near preservation of
support. If a metric is given on Sflfl and the supports of the fa have
diameter not exceeding e, the support of A/ is contained in an €neighborhood of the support of ƒ.
8. More refined calculi of singular integral operators. As we shall
see, in many applications of the theory of singular integral operators
it is possible to neglect operators which are smoothing. In these situations one can restrict oneself to essentially manipulate symbols instead of operators and the theory becomes a flexible and powerful
tool. However, the scope of this technique is limited by its crudeness
and many problems require a more careful treatment. Thus there
arises naturally the need to refine the theory. In a recent paper
J. Kohn and L. Nirenberg have done this for operators acting on
functions on Euclidean space (see also [46] to [SO]). In this section I
will describe the corresponding theory for manifolds. In many respects it resembles the one discussed in the preceding section. The
algebra of symbols however, is much more complicated and, among
other things, is noncommutative. No indication of proofs will be
given.
Let us begin discussing the Euclidean case. We will denote by
Srœ(i£n), or by simply $r(Rn), (we will restrict our discussion to the
C00 case), the class of operators of rank r and class <*>, t h a t is operators
on ^Lp(Rn)9
Kp < « , of the form
(20)

A = Ho+i^Hj + S
l

where H0 is a singular integral operator belonging to §m(Rn) for all m,
S is an operator mapping L^iR11) continuously into L^ +r+1 (JR n ) for
1 <p < oo and — oo <m < <*>, and
Hjf = J kj(x, x - y)f(y) dy,

j ^ 1

where the Fourier transform kj(x, z)* of kj(x, z) with respect to z is
bounded, has bounded derivatives of all orders and coincides for
\z\ è l with a function fey(x, z) which is positively homogeneous of
degree —j. Operators S with the property above we shall call smooth-
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ing of order r + 1 and the class of such operators will be denoted by
3r+1CRn).
A first result in the theory is that §>r(Rn) is an algebra closed under
transposition and Qr+1(Rn) is a two-sided ideal in S r (i? n ). Furthermore $r(Rn) is locally invariant under coordinate transformations.
Specifically, given open subsets V and W of Rn, a C00 diffeomorphism
S of W onto V, two infinitely differentiate functions fa and fa with
support in V and an operator A in S r (i£ n ), there exists an operator B
in &r(Rn) such t h a t
(21)

(NiAN2f)od

= J5(/o8)

for every infinitely differentiable function ƒ with support in F, where
JVi and i\T2 denote the operators multiplication by fa and 02 respectively. A second result is t h a t operators in §>r(Rn) map L^(Rn) continuously into itself for l<p< oo and w ^ O , and are bounded with
respect to the norm of L^(Rn) for 1 <p < oo and m < 0 .
To define the symbols of the operators in &r(Rn) we have to introduce first some algebraic notions. Let X be a vector space over the
reals and consider linear differential operators on X whose coefficients
are positively homogeneous infinitely differentiable functions of nonpositive degree. We define the weight of a monomial operator of this
kind to be its order minus the degree of its coefficient, and the weight
of a multinomial operator as the minimum of the weights of its
terms. These operators form an algebra Ofc(X) and the operators of
weight larger than r form a two sided ideal &r+1(X) in (5t(X). We
define dr(X) to be the corresponding quotient algebra. In other
words, Ctr(X) is the algebra of operators with coefficients of nonpositive degree and with terms of weights not exceeding r in which one
composes as usual but neglects terms of weight larger than r. Given
a differential operator 3D on X with linear coefficients the commutator
£)(T—<r£> of £> and an element a of Ct is in Ot. Furthermore, if <r is in
$r+i(x) and 3D has no term of order zero then Sxr—<r£) is in Çr+1(X).
Thus this commutator defines a derivation in &r(X) which we will
denote also by 3).
The space Rn can be regarded as a vector space T and Fourier
transforms of functions on Rn can be regarded as functions on the
dual r * of T. Given an operator A in &r(Rn), we associate with A a
function <r(A)(x) on Rn with values in Cfcr(r*) in the following fashion.
If A is represented as in (20) and h(x, z) = ]jjo hj(x, z), where ho is
t h e symbol of H0 and hj is the functions associated with Hj as in (20),
then h(x, z) is a function defined on the cartesian product of Rn and
I1*. With each linear function on Rn or T there is associated an ele-
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ment v of T*, and with an element v of T* we associate the differential operator
1
(2ri)-1 lim — f(x + vt) - ƒ(#)]
t->o t

on functions on T*. This mapping of linear functions on T into differential operators with constant coefficients on T* can be extended
to a homomorphism of polynomial functions on T into differential
operators with constant coefficients on T*. Now we construct
a(A)(xo) as follows: we expand h(x0-\-u, z)} uÇzT, in formal power
series in u> we neglect all terms of degree larger than r and replace
each polynomial in u by its corresponding differential operator on
3T*, keeping the coefficients—which are functions of z, t h a t is, functions on T*—on the right. This yields an operator in Ct(T*). Its
image in Ctr(T*) will be <r(A)(x0) by definition.
Thus the symbol of an operator in %r(Rn) is a function on Rn with
values in Cfcr(r*). The basic property of the symbol is t h a t the mapping A-*<T(A) is linear and multiplicative, i.e., it is a homomorphism
of $r(Rn) into the algebra of functions with values in 6f(T*), Furthermore, <rC4*) =cr(.4)* where A* is the adjoint, or conjugate transposed
of Af and <r(A)* is the formal adjoint of <r(A), and <r(A)=*0 if and
only if A&3r+1(Rn).
Not every function on Rn with values in ar(T*)
is the symbol of an operator in (lr(Rn). Aside from the obvious differentiability and boundedness conditions there are certain integrability
conditions to be satisfied. Given an element u of T we associate with
it the function Lu(v) = (2Ti)(u, v) on r * . This linear function on T*
can be regarded as a differential operator of order zero with linear
coefficients acting on functions on T1*, and then the condition for a
function F on Rn with values in (Xr(T*) to be a symbol is that
(22)

(dF, u) + LuF ~ FLu^O

(mod $'(T*))

n

everywhere in R for all u in T, where (dF, u) is the differential of F
evaluated at u.
An important invariance property of the symbol is the following:
if A and B are as in (21) and ô has a contact of order r + 1 with the
identity diffeomorphism at a point # 0 of VC\W} then if 01=^2 = 1
near Xo, then
(23)

<r(A)(x0) - er(JB)(*o).

We turn now to operators on manifolds. Referring to the definition
of Sw(3iïl) in §7 we will say t h a t an operator A is in Sr($ïl) if it belongs
to Sm(Sfll) for all m and satisfies the additional conditions:
(i') the operator N1AN2 in (i) maps I4(2flZ) continuously into
Z4+r+1(2ftZ) for 1 <p < 00 and — 00 < m < 00 ;
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(ii') the operator B in (ii) belongs to &r(Rn).
Let now x be a point of Sfïl and let J£*"x be the space of jets of order
( r + 1 ) of local diffeomorphisms of the tangent space T* into 9ÏI,
mapping the zero element of T* into the point x of 9fïl. Let Jr+1(M)
be the bundle over Sftl with fibers J1^1 and r*(2fE) the cotangent bundle over Sfïl. Given a point £ in /^(aflfl) above the point x in 911,
by definition there is associated with p a class of diffeomorphisms of
neighborhoods of the zero in Tx into neighborhoods of x in 9ÏL Any
two diffeomorphisms in the class have a contact of order ( r + 1 ) at
the zero element of Tx. Given a diffeomorphism S in the class, an
operator A in Sr(9TC) and an infinitely differentiate function <f> on 9ÏI
with sufficiently small support containing xt there is an operator B
in Sr(Tx) such t h a t

(NANf)oS

- S(/oS)

for every ƒ with sufficiently small support containing x, N being the
operator multiplication by <f>. If <£=*1 near x, then according to (23),
<r(B)(Q) is independent of the choice of S. Thus, for a given operator
A we obtain a function <r(A) which assigns to a point p of Jr+1(9fTl)
above the point x in 9ÏI an element of dr(T*). This function we shall
call the symbol of ^4, and it has the required properties, namely, the
mapping A—><r(A) is a homomorphism of the algebra Sr(9ïl). Furthermore, (r(A)=0 if and only if A maps I4(9ft) continuously into
L£+r+i(9TC) for Kp<
oo and all w.
As in the case of Euclidean space, not every function of the kind
just described is the symbol of an operator. There are integrability
and certain invariance conditions to be satisfied. In any local coordinate system the integrability condition can be expressed as in (22).
The invariance conditions refer, roughly speaking, to the behaviour
of the symbol under coordinate transformations. Let J£ + 1 be the fiber
of Jr+1($ll) above the point x of 2TC, and let p be a point in JC+1. Then
there is a canonical linear map associating with each vector u tangent
to JX+1 at p a differential operator with linear coefficients and without
term of order zero on T£. As we saw above, with such an operator
there is associated a derivation £>w of &r(T£). If F is a function as
described above, its restriction to J£ +1 is a function with values in
a r (r«*) and the invariance condition is t h a t
(dF, u) + £>u(F) « 0
for all u and everywhere in J"r+1(3Tl), where (dF, u) is the differential
of the function F on JFX+1 evaluated at u. On the other hand, this plus
the integrability and the obvious differentiability conditions are sufficient conditions for F to be the symbol of an operator in Sr(9fll).
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9. Applications to the theory of functions of real variables. As
was pointed out in §2, singular integral operators preserve many
local properties of functions. This fact can be used advantageously
in the study of such properties, and it was indeed this study that
motivated much of the development of the theory of singular integrals. Let us describe briefly a few results in this topic. Consider
the spaces T% introduced at the end of §2, and let Tl(x) be the space
obtained by replacing the origin by x in the definition of T%. Suppose
Lf=g is an elliptic, possibly over-determined system of partial differential equations with smooth coefficients such as, for example,
Af—£ o r grad ƒ—&• Suppose that u is not an integer, that 1 <p < oo
and that/£Z>. Then if g is in TZ(x), ƒ is in T^m(x)1 m being the order
of L. Furthermore, derivatives of ƒ of order j , j^m, are in T%+m„j(x).
If g is in T%(x) for all x in a closed set C and its norm as an element of
that space is a bounded function of #, then ƒ coincides on C with a
function having continuous derivatives of all orders less than m+u
and with highest order derivatives satisfying a uniform Holder condition of exponent equal to the fractional part of u. If u is an integer
and g belongs to T^{x) for all x in a set of positive measure, then the
derivatives of order j of/, O^j^m, belong to T^+m^i(x) for almost
all x in the set.
10. A priori inequalities, initial value problems and unique continuation of solutions of partial differential equations. In this section we will describe how the theory of singular integrals can be
applied to the solution of problems in these areas. First let us explain what an a priori inequality is and why such inequalities play
an important role in the theory of partial differential equations. Let
L be a linear and possibly unbounded operator from one Banach
space into another, and let L have a densely defined adjoint L*.
Then, if L satisfies the inequality ||L#|| >c||#|| for some c>0 and
every u in its domain, L* is onto. This is not difficult to show and
it means that the equation L*u = v is solvable for every given v. If
L is a partial differential operator, the preceding inequality is what
is usually called an a priori inequality. Suppose now that L is a linear
partial differential operator on Rn+1 with bounded and boundedly
differentiable coefficients. Let us denote points in Rn+1 by (#, t)
where x is in Rn and t is in R. Suppose furthermore that the coefficient
of Dm in L is 1, D denoting differentiation with respect to t and m
being the order of L. Then L can be expressed as
m
l
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where Lj is a differential operator on Rn of order j depending on the
parameter L If we represent Lj as Lj=*Aj(I+A)3', where Aj is an
operator in §>r(Rn), r = 1, depending on the parameter tf and substitute
above we obtain
m

L = Dm + 2 MI + A)'D"-t.
l

Given an equation ! ƒ = g we introduce new dependent variables
Uj = (/ + A^-Wt-1/,

1 ^ j g m;

vs = 0, 1 g j g m - 1; vm = g

and the equation Lf—g combined with the equations
Duj — (ƒ + A)% +1 = 0
becomes a system of the form
Du + H(I + A)u = »,
where w = (^i, • • • , um), v = (vi, • • • , vm) and ü is an mXm matrix
of operators in $r(Rn) depending on the parameter t. Suppose now
t h a t the complex characteristics of L are simple in the direction dual
to £ = 0, then the eigenvalues of the matrix of symbols cr(i?) are distinct and there exists a positive hermitian matrix a(N) such t h a t
criN^aiETjcriN)
is normal. If in addition the eigenvalues of <r(H)
remain uniformly apart, then <r(N) satisfies the smoothness conditions for it to be the matrix of symbols of an invertible matrix N of
operators in Sr(Rn) depending smoothly on the parameter t. Let us
rename u and v respectively u' and v' and introduce again new dependent variables u = N~1u\ v = N~1v'. Then, using the fact t h a t
NA-AN
is bounded in L2(Rn),
(24)

Lxu = Du + Kt(I + A)u + K2u = v

where Ki is in $r(Rn) and K2 is a bounded operator on L2(Rn) and
they both depend on the parameter /. Furthermore a(Ki) is a normal
matrix. This makes the equation easier to manipulate and a priori
inequalities can easily be derived from it. Let us assume for example
that L is totally hyperbolic, then the eigenvalues of icx(H) are real
and i(r(Ki) is hermitian. Let us consider functions u(x, t) in the strip
O ^ J ^ l vanishing at £ = 0. Given two such vector valued functions
let

ƒ

»

Rn

m

y^ Uj(x, t)vj(x, t) dx
1
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and let |[w|| and \\v\\ denote the norms of u and v in L2 of the strip.
Then from (24), forming the inner product with u on the right and
on the left, and multiplying by e~at we obtain
D[(u, u)e~at] + [(Ktu, u) + («, Kxu) + ((iTiA + AK*)(u, u)) + (K2u, u)
+ (u, K2u) + a(u, u)]e~at = [(u, v) + (v, u)]e~at.
Since ia(Ki) is hermitian, we have <r(Ki) = —<r(i^*) and therefore the
operator KA+AK?
is bounded in L2(Rn) uniformly in L Furthermore, the same is true of Ki and K% and therefore the sum of the first
five terms in the square brackets above, which is real, is not less than
— c(u, u). Thus, integrating between 0 and 1 and dropping the integrated term, which is positive, we obtain
(a - c)||«||V- £ 2||«|| 114
or
\\Uu\l £ ( l / 2 ) ( a - « ) H M I This inequality can be translated back into an inequality between ƒ
and its derivatives up to order tn — 1 and g, namely the so-called
energy inequality for hyperbolic equations.
More elaborate b u t equally elementary calculations yield inequalities under various assumptions on L, from which existence and
uniqueness theorems can be derived.
11. Applications to topology. Atiyah and Singer have shown
t h a t a number of topological invariants of a manifold are given by
the index of certain systems of differential or singular integral equations on the manifold. They also have given a formula for the index.
Very recently the calculation of the index has been simplified to a
point where only little and mostly elementary topology is needed. I
will outline here this simplified method of calculation.
All manifolds t h a t we shall consider from now on will be assumed
to be Riemannian. Given an mXm matrix A of singular integral
operators on a manifold Sfll, of class loo(^), we will regard A as an
operator acting on vector valued functions on SfE whose components
belong to one of the function spaces on which we know A to operate
continuously, say for example Lf(M)y l<p< «>. The corresponding
matrix of symbols cr(A) will be regarded as a matrix valued function
on the cotangent sphere bundle S*(3ft), rather than on T*(ffî). All
properties of the symbols of singular integral operators are shared by
these matrix symbols, except of course for the commutativity of
multiplication. A matrix A of singular integral operators is called
elliptic if the determinant of <r(A) does not vanish. If this is the case,
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then there exists another matrix A' such t h a t <r(A)a(A') is the identity matrix and therefore A A' = I+S, where I is the identity operator
and 5 is smoothing and completely continuous. Since 5 is completely
continuous 1 + 5 is a Fredholm operator and therefore it has a finitedimensional null space and closed range of finite codimension. Thus
A has closed range of finite codimension, and A1 has a finite-dimensional null space. But evidently, A and A' are interchangeable here
and we conclude t h a t A also has finite-dimensional null space. The
index i(A) is defined as the dimension of the null space of A minus
the codimension of its range, and it is this integer i{A) t h a t we intend
to calculate.
Let us begin discussing the properties of the index. From the general theory of operators we know t h a t i(A), whenever it is defined,
depends continuously on A with respect to the uniform operator
topology. Furthermore, if i(A) and i(B) are defined so are i(AB) and
i(A+S) for every completely continuous 5, and i(AB) = i(A)+i(B),
i(A+S) ~i(A). If A and B axe two elliptic matrices of singular integral operators such t h a t <r(A) = <r(5), then A~B+S
where 5 is
smoothing and completely continuous and therefore
i(A)~i(B),
which shows t h a t i(A) depends only on a(A). Since the symbol
mapping has continuous right inverse r, it follows that i(A) depends
continuously on a (A) with respect to the topology in the space of
symbol f unctions we described in §7. Now the values of i(A) are integers and therefore i(A) is invariant under sufficiently differentiable
homotopies of a (A) ; b u t if any two symbol functions are homotopic
in the ordinary sense then they are also homotopic with respect to
the topology of symbol functions described in §7. Therefore i(A) is
invariant under ordinary homotopies of <x(A). Summarizing, if the
space of nonsingular matrices of symbols with the operation of pointwise multiplication and the topology of uniform convergence is regarded as topological group, the index is a continuous homomorphism
of this group into the additive group of the integers.
An additional important property of the index is the following.
Suppose t h a t two manifolds Sïïli and 9m2 are identified along a pair of
their open subsets Vi= Vz— V. Suppose t h a t A i is an elliptic matrix
of singular integral operators on SflZi such t h a t <r(Ai) = I at all points
of 5*(2fTCi) above points of Sflli outside a compact subset C of V, Then
if <j> is an infinitely differentiable function on SHfli such t h a t <^ = 1 on
C and <t> = 0 in a neighborhood of the complement of V, we can regard
the operator <j>Ai<t> as an operator on 2fîl2. Let now \f/ on 2nx2 vanish in
the complement of V2—V and coincide with $ on V, and let A 2 be
the operator on 9H2 defined by (1— ^2)I+<£-4i<£. Then i(Ai) =i(Az).
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This important property permits us to reduce the calculation of the
index on one manifold to the corresponding calculation on another.
Its proof is very simple. In fact, consider the operator A{ = (1—-<£2)I
+4>Ai(j> on SfTCi. Then, clearly <x(Al) = cr(Ai) and therefore i(A{)
= i(Ai). Furthermore, as is readily seen, every function in the null
space of A{, or orthogonal to its range, has support in V. Clearly
the same is true of A^ Since A{ and A^ coincide in V we find t h a t
i(A{ ) =i(A2) and the desired conclusion follows.
We pass now to the calculation of the index. It is accomplished in
two steps. The first employs a construction due to Atiyah and Singer
and consists in reducing the problem to the case of an odd-dimensional sphere. The second consists in finding the index in this special
case.
Given an elliptic matrix A of singular integral operator on a manifold 2flT, we embed 9TC in an odd-dimensional sphere and consider a
cylindrical neighborhood V of the image of SflX. This neighborhood V
can evidently be regarded as an open subset of a sphere bundle (B
over 9ÏÏ, in which 9ÏI is embedded as a cross section and F is a cylindrical neighborhood of this cross section. We will construct an elliptic
2f of singular integral operators on (B such t h a t cr(A) = 1 outside a
compact subset of V and for which i(A) =2i(A), and by the device
described above the calculation of i(A) will be reduced to the case
of an odd-dimensional sphere. Let 5 be the fiber of (B, p its projection
and Sx the fiber above the point x of 9fïï. There exists a matrix B of
operators on (B with the following properties: if Rx is the operator
restriction to Sx, then RXB=BXRX, where Bx is an elliptic matrix of
singular integral operators on Sx such t h a t a(Bx) = 1 outside V, Bx is
onto and the nullspace of Bx is two-dimensional and consists of functions depending only on the distance to x. The construction of B is
not difficult b u t its description would take too long. With B we
construct another operator 5 / = =(I+Ai) r J3, where Ai is an operator
on (B such t h a t RaAi~AxRx, AX1 being a A-operator on Sx. Clearly, B'
should be regarded as an operator from L%((B) into I>((B) and every
function in the null space of B' depends only on the distance to Sfll.
Correspondingly we construct an operator A1 on (B associated with A.
We can regard (Basa coordinate bundle with the rotations of S about
Xo as group. If Vj are coordinate neighborhoods of (B and xj/j are the
corresponding coordinate functions, we let ]T//>f = 1 be a partition of
unity on 2flZ such t h a t fc is supported in Vj. On VjXS we define an
operator A3- as follows: we let A2 be a A operator on 9TC and for a
function ƒ (x, ;y) xÇzVj, y G 5 , we set ^ 4 / = ^ ( J + A 2 ) r - 4 0 / . Then we
let Aj be the operator on p~l(V3) which is the image of Aj under \pj.
Now Aj can be extended in the obvious fashion to operate on all
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functions on <£ and we finally define A' = ^Aj.
The operator A' has
the following properties: if ƒ is a numerical function on (B which
merely depends on the distance to the cross section 2flX, gz then A'fg
~jA'g\ furthermore, if A = ^^^I+A-^A^j
and g is a function on
SÏÏI then p~1(Ag)=A'p~1(g).
Suppose now t h a t A and B are mXm
and nXn matrices respectively, then we denote the corresponding
identity matrices by Im and In] further, we let A be a A operator on
(B and define the matrix of operators
A#B=(I+A)-r(r

(Af <g> In

-Im

® (£')*\
' r )
(A')* ® In J

//f

\Im ® B'
3

on (B. It is not difficult to show t h a t the operators in this matrix are
integral operators in Ioo(<&), provided that r is larger than twice the
dimensions of (E. This has to be done merely locally and the expansion in series (15) can be used advantageously for this purpose.
Furthermore, the matrix is elliptic and given the properties of A1
and B' one can show without difficulty t h a t i{A # B) =i(Â)i(B).
But
A is of the form I = (I+A2)rC where a(C) =cr(A). Thus i(Â) =i(A)
and
i(A#B)=i(A)i(B)*
The symbol of A # B does not have the property of being the
identity in a neighborhood of the cross section 2fTC. For this purpose
we construct A # I obtained by replacing B by the corresponding
identity matrix in the construction above. This operator has the
property t h a t <r(A # B) = or(I # B) in a neighborhood of the cross section 9TC. Consequently, if A is any operator on <B such t h a t <r(A)
= <r(A # B)<T(A # J ) " 1 its symbol will have the required property.
Furthermore, since i{A # I) =i(I)i(A) = 0 we will have i(A) =i(A # B)

=i(A)i(B)=2i(A).
This completes the reduction of the calculation of the index to the
case of an odd dimensional sphere in the case where 9TI is evendimensional and orientable. If 9E is odd-dimensional and orientable,
we construct by the method above a matrix of singular integral operators on the cartesian product of 911 and a one-sphere with index
2i(A), and this puts us back in the case of an even-dimensional manifold.
8

(B.

4

The adjoints here are taken with respect to the density induced by the metric of

In calculating these indices one must use the fact that the nullspaces of our operators always consist of infinitely differentiable functions and therefore are independent of the functional space on which the operator is assumed to operate. In fact, if
cr(Ai)<r(A) = I then AiA —I-\-S, where S is smoothing of class m for all m. Thus if
^4/=0 then ƒ== — SJ, and if ƒ belongs to Lft it belongs to Ly+i, and consequently, it is
infinitely differentiable.
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We pass now to the calculation of the index of elliptic matrices of
singular integral operators on odd-dimensional spheres. We begin
with some observations. If cr is a nonsingular symbol matrix we can
write <x — uhf where u is unitary and h is positive hermitian. Since the
space of positive hermitian matrices is contractible, h is homotopic
to a constant and consequently i(fe)=0. Thus we can restrict ourselves to consider symbols whose values are unitary matrices. Functions with unitary matrices as values will henceforth be denoted by
/ , / i , • • • , etc. I t is well known t h a t f unctions on sphere S with values
in the unitary group Uk have the property t h a t if [ƒ] denotes the
homotopy class of ƒ then [/if2] = [ƒ 1 ] + [ƒ2 ]. We shall regard the group
of unitary matrices Uk,fe= l, 2, • • • , as embedded in Uk+i in the
usual fashion. T h e natural projection of Uk into the 2& —1 dimensional sphere 52&-i = Uk/ Uk-i will be denoted by pk.
Let M denote a manifold of dimension m and let ƒ be a function on
M into Un» If m < 2n — 1, then pn o ƒ maps M into a sphere of dimension larger than m and consequently it is homotopic to a constant
mapping of M into, say, pn(Un-i). Thus by the covering homotopy
theorem it follows t h a t ƒ is homotopic to a mapping of M into Z7n_i.
Iterating this argument we find that ƒ is homotopic to a mapping of
M into Uk, k being the smallest integer such that 2k *zrn.
Suppose now t h a t M is a sphere Sm and t h a t w ^ 2 ^ - 1 . If ƒ is
again a function on Sm into Un and [pn of] is the homotopy class of
pn o ƒ, on account of the finiteness of 7rm(52tt--i) there exists an integer
r such t h a t r[pnof]=0.
But ^ [ f ] = [ / r ] and consequently
[pnofr]
=z
r
r[pnOf]=0,
and pnof
is homotopic to a constant. Using again
the covering homotopy theorem we conclude t h a t fr is homotopic to a
mapping of Sm into Z7n-i. Iterating this argument we find that if m is
even, or if m>2n — \1 then ƒ has a power which is homotopic to a
constant.
Let now the dimension m of M be equal to 2n — l. Take on 52 n -i
a differential form w of degree 2^ — 1, invariant under rotations and
of integral equal to 1, and let o) = pniû be its image on Un under pn.
Then if ƒ is a function on Sm into Un we define
J

M

J

M

This is clearly the degree of the mapping pnofoîM
into S2n-i* Thus
if .ƒ(ƒ) = 0 then pnof is homotopic to a constant and ƒ is homotopic
to a mapping of M into J7 n -i. Another important property of j(f) is
t h a t j(fif2) =j(/i) + J (ƒ2) • To see this we let A . and P 2 be two spherical
open subsets of M with disjoint closures and given f\ we let h be a
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mapping of M into S2r»-i mapping the complement of Di into the
point pn(Un-i) and having the same degree as pn o/i. Then pn ofi is
homotopic to h and by the covering homotopy theorem jfi is homotopic to a mapping fi such t h a t pn o fi = h. This property of f[ implies t h a t jfi maps the complement of D\ into C7n—1. Now it is readily
seen t h a t / i is in turn homotopic to a mapping fi' coinciding with ƒ
on Di mapping the complement of Di into !7n_i and mapping J92 into
the identity element of Un. Similarly, given / 2 we constructfi' homotopic to / 2 , mapping the complement of D2 into Un-i and D\ into the
identity element of Un. But then £ n o {fi'fi') coincides with pn ofi'
in J5i, with pn ofi' in D 2 and is constant elsewhere. This implies t h a t
[Pn O (Ji'fi')]**

« (pn O fi)*ù + (fr Ofà*&,

and from this it follows t h a t

i(AA) = i(A"/i") =jifi') +j(fi')-m

+m-

Now we will extend the definition of j to functions on the manifold
M of dimension tn = 2n — 1 into 17*, fe>w. For this purpose we construct in Uk/Un-i a closed differential form &k such t h a t if e is the
injection of Un/Un-i into Uk/Un-i then e*cö/b = w. This we do as follows. We regard Uk/Un-i as a bundle over Uk/Un with fiber
£7w/ Î7n-1 = »S2n_i.
The top dimensional homology class a in Un/Un-i maps into an
element â of H2n-i(Uk/Un-i)
which is not zero. (This follows without
difficulty from the homotopy sequence of Uk/ Un-\ and the isomorphism theorem of Hurewicz.) Consequently there is an element /3 of
H*n-l(Uk/Un-i)
which evaluated at â is not zero. Integrating /3 over
Uk we obtain the desired «*. Now if ƒ is a function on M into Uk and
q is the natural projection of Uk into Uk/Un-i we define o)k = q.*ûk and

j ( / ) = f ƒ*«* = f (g o ƒ)*«».
This definition clearly coincides with the previous one in the case
when ƒ happens to have values in Un. Since j(f) is invariant under
homotopies of ƒ and every such ƒ can be deformed to take values in
Un, the relation jififi) —J (jfi) +j(fi) still holds in this more general
situation.
We are now ready to derive the formula for the index. Let 5 be a
sphere of odd dimension equal to w, and let 5*(S) be the cotangent
bundle over S and p its projection on S. Consider a symbol function
ƒ of S*(S) into Uk, k*zn, for which j(f) = 0. We will show that in this
case i{f) = 0. Let x0 be a point of S. Since p"l{x^) is an even-dimen-
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sional sphere there is a power fr of ƒ which is homotopic to a constant
on p~l(xo) and therefore there exists a n / i homotopic to fr such t h a t / i
is constant in the inverse image p~~l(D) of an open disc in 5 with center at x 0 . If D' and D denote the complement and the closure of D
respectively, and for x(~D we identify p~l(x) with x, then p"1(Df)
becomes a sphere 5 ' of dimension In-— 1, S*(S) becomes S'UZ) and
jfi becomes a function on S'VJD, and we have

/ U = i(/o = m = »?(/) = o-

f /?.«» = f
J S'

J

S*(S)

This means t h a t jfi is homotopic on S' to a function with values in
Un-i and consequently there exists an integer s such t h a t i7* is
homotopic to a constant on S'. Now this homotopy can be extended
to S'\JD and, as it is readily seen, this implies that ƒ* is homotopic
on 5*(5) to a function f2 of the form ƒ2 = #(£(•))> where g is a function
on 5 with values in Uk. Consider now the operator i o n 5 which consists in operating on vector valued functions on S by means of the
matrix valued function g. Then evidently i(A)=0, and since a (A)
==
&(£(*)) ==/2» it follows t h a t i(Jr8) =i(fi) =i(fa) = 0 , and consequently
i(f) = 0 . But i is a continuous homomorphism of the group symbol
functions on 5* (5) with values in Uk into the additive group of
integers, and so is j . Since j = 0 implies i = 0, it follows t h a t there
exists a constant c such t h a t i(f) =cj(f). This constant can be calculated if j(f) is calculated for an ƒ for which i(j) is known and turns
out to be l/(w —1)! if proper orientations are chosen. Thus we have

(n-l)\i(f)

=;(ƒ)= f

ƒ*«*•

J S*(S)

This formula can be extended to symbol functions ƒ whose values
are not necessarily unitary. For this purpose one must extend a>& to a
closed form on the group of nonsingular kXk matrices. Since this
group is the cartesian product of Uk and the space H of positive
definite hermitian kXk matrices this is accomplished by the form
(w*®l) on UkXH.
The index theorem of Atiyah and Singer refers to singular integral
operators on sections of a vector bundle over a manifold. It can be
easily shown however t h a t such an operator is equivalent to a system
of the kind we have been discussing. The calculation of its index can
therefore be carried out by the method described above.
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